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Matt Sarnelli: Hello everyone, today we are here with Mrs. Dot Kearns, and we are 

doing an interview with her about her efforts to save William Penn High School over the 

years. So first of all, tell me a little bit about yourself, your backstory, where you grew 

up, why you were involved with William Penn in the first place. 

Dorothy Kearns: Well, I was a native of High Point. I lived on Barbee Street, which 4th 

street came right to the front door of my house and 4th street was the connector street 

between Washington Drive, which was the nucleus of the black community when I was 

growing up, and 4th street came right up to my house at 709 Barbee Street. 

MS: So you lived very close. 

DK: I did, I did. My father was an insurance salesperson and agent, so I would 

sometimes go with him into the black community as he was collecting his fees, and the 

people were very nice. I got to know people and got a very fond opinion of them. I was 

on the High Point Board of Education from 1972 to 1982. I was appointed to the board by 

High Point City Council. The chamber of commerce and the parents association had 

asked me to submit my name for appointment, which I did, and I was appointed in June 

of 1972. The board at that time had voted, in I would say about 1978 or so, to demolish 

what is now the Burford auditorium there on the William Penn campus. 

MS: Just the auditorium? 

DK: Now, that was the school at the time. The middle school was behind Penn-Griffin as 

it is now. Bu the entire school itself was encompassed at that time in the Burford 

auditorium and a little side building that was later demolished. And the campus was a 

beautiful campus all along, a large area of land that the Quakers had bought, because 

there were no schools at that time for black freedmen or black children to learn to read or 

write or have any kind of education experience prior to this time. But the building and the 

area had gone through a lot of decline. There were holes in the roof of the building, glass 

all over the building... 

MS: This was after it closed. 

DK: Yes 

MS: Why did it close in the first place? 

DK: Well, the building was closed after the 1968 class graduated because you will recall 

in the Brown decision in 1954 the schools were required to desegregate. In High Point, a 



plan was developed very late on. The Brown decision was in 1954. In 1970, the schools 

were integrated in High Point. The teachers first, and then the students the next year. I 

believe the teachers were reassigned in 1969, and then the students were put into the plan 

in 1970. And that was the reason William Penn High School was closed, because there 

were a number of reasons. One, it was not a large school to encompass a lot of students, 

but basically the reason was the board knew the white community would not likely send 

students into the black community willingly. There needed to be another high school to 

accommodate the full numbers, and so the decision was made to build Andrews High 

School, and then to divide the community so that both black and white students went to 

what was then High Point High School, now known as High Point Central High School, 

and Andrews High School. It was not a time that anybody, really, relished at the time 

because the people who went to High Point High School loved it and they wanted to be 

there. The people who went to William Penn High School loved it. It was known as a 

school of excellence. Mr. Sam Burford was the longtime principal there, and so they 

wanted to remain in their school, as did the High Point High School students. However, 

given all the changes that were going on and with looking to the future, the decision was 

made by the board and it was pretty much endorsed by the community to build this new 

high school, where Andrews is now. Central High School remained pretty much as it is 

today. It is a neighborhood kind of school. It has some of the most well historically 

financed students that High Point has, but it also has some of the poorest students, in the 

world, actually. But they two through the years have seemed to coexist. Andrews was a 

different story. Andrews, from the beginning was made up of more middle-income types 

of people, both black and white. It was a lovely school. A school where as the years went 

on and it became established, parents and students liked each other, it was a very fine 

prototype I thought of what an urban high school should be. But the reason that William 

Penn was closed, and it was closed, now there were still a few programs that went ton, 

there was an extended day program where students could work in the daytime and go 

there at night that existed for a while. And then later, much later, actually, after many 

efforts were made to use the building in a productive way as an incubator, as a business 

incubator, or other ideas that came forward from various people, the YMCA, which had 

been located there on 4th street, needed badly to have new facility and new programs and 

this kind of thing, so the YMCA used the building up until it became Penn Griffin, the 

magnet school. 

MS: So in the 70’s and 80s when the school was closed, while all those programs were 

going on, the auditorium, the school was basically very old and they were thinking about 

demolishing it? 

DK: It was old and there were not maintenance funds... I mean it was not going to be 

used as a school, and so there were not funds to keep it in good repair. For a long time 

there was a custodian who lived there in the building. But as time went on that custodian 

was not there anymore, vandals went in and pulled all the copper wiring out of the 

building to sell, and the first time I went over there into the building, this is what 

happened. A local High Pointer, Mrs. Ann Andrews, she’s Mrs. Norman Andrews, at the 

time, well she was Miss Andrews then but when she grew up in High Point her name was 

Ann Wellburn. As it happened, her father and my father were in the same insurance 

company. Her father owned the business and at that time my father was the chief 



manager there and so I knew Ann, and she called me and asked me, and this was about 

1978 is my recollection, she asked if I would ask the board of education to hold off on 

demolishing the building. The board has voted at the direction of the superintendent to 

tear the building down, the Burford auditorium down, because vandals were in it all the 

time, there were people sleeping in it at night, it was becoming a hazard for the 

community. But Ann’s family had a person who worked for them and their family who 

had gone to William Penn and loved the school, so Ann’s father would take this person 

home at night and Ann would be with them some time, I think she took Ann through the 

building and she obviously loved it very much. And Ann is a historian. She is still on the 

board of the museum; she’s been honored with all sorts of honors for her work with 

history and museums, and Ann thought that the building was historically significant. She 

asked if I would approach the board and ask them if they would hold off on the 

demolition, which the board had already voted 50,000 dollars to demolish the building. I 

did ask the board, and they were quite willing to hold off on that until Ann could bring 

folks from the state archives department up to look at it. 

MS: So she sort of swayed you to her side. 

DK: Well we were never, the only reason the board wanted to do that was the building 

was not in use, we did not have money to sustain it, and we didn’t want it to be a danger 

to the community. However, when Mr. Tyce came, and these are in the records, his report 

is in the records here at the library. When he came, he stayed a week and he looked at all 

the newspaper articles, he went to the building, of course, he interviewed people, and he 

came back to the board and he said it would be a travesty to destroy this historical, 

significant place. He said that the building itself was architecturally significant. It had the 

big Georgian windows, it was a beautiful, as it is now, a beautiful building. Very 

structurally sound, as it is. But, he said, more than that, it was so socially significant, the 

area. The fact that the Quakers had come through from the New York Yearly Meeting, 

and found no place in High Point for black children, or at that time, black freedmen to go 

to learn to read. They had a school in Asheboro, a residential school, but eventually they 

bought this land here in High Point, and their stipulation was that it would be a gift for 

the community as long as it was used for a school. But when it was abandoned as a 

school, if it were, the deed would go back to the New York Yearly Meeting. And that 

became an issue as we moved along with it because for a couple of years it was not used 

as a school. However, by that time, the Yearly Meeting had used funds everywhere and 

they did not care to have the deed sent back to them anyway. 

MS: So your main issue here was getting enough money to reopen the school? 

DK: Some alumni and some people in the black community of course were endeared to 

the place and did not want it torn down. The board of education didn’t either when they 

heard Mr. Tyse’s report. Our challenge was to raise enough money to what we called 

reroof the building, replace the cupola, and sweep it clean. We knew that with other 

things going on, the Holt McPherson building was being renovated, and a lot of the 

townsfolk who had the most resources had already put resources to that initiative, but we 

worked really hard, both people in the white community who felt it was a righteous thing 

to do, to preserve this, and people in the black community worked together, and we 



literally worked from... we were incorporated as a 501C3 organization in I think it’s early 

1981, from then until 2003, we worked. Various things were done. We raised pretty soon, 

I don’t remember the exact span of time, but within several years we had raised 

something like 400,000 dollars and reroofed the building and replaced the beautiful 

cupola on the top, and had all the glass and the work of vandals swept clean and all. We 

did not have the funds to heat the building, cool it. I took out an insurance policy that 

would give us maintenance funds eventually to have there. We just did various things. 

We had all sorts of projects, all kinds of hot dog suppers, bake sales, all three 

superintendents of the public school system worked with us, and the finance director kept 

all the records, the financial records and everything, it was a very compatible, organized 

effort. There was no resistance to trying to raise the money, and Marietta Wright, who 

was a Quaker, and who was from the beginning very devoted to this project... I happened 

to have at this time two phone lines, I was a realtor, and I had two phone lines at home, 

and Marietta would come over in the afternoon, many afternoons, and we would call 

businesses and folks and make our case. And we as well as others doing other projects 

were able to raise the money to replace the windows, because they had been knocked out, 

we replaced those with Plexiglas, and it saved it from the elements. And then we kept 

working to try to find uses that could bring in some funds and simply to keep it in good 

repair and all of this. All of us had visions about what could happen there. The black 

community and alumni there and all, my judgment was that they always wanted it to be a 

school again. A school for students who wanted to do things with their life. They did not 

want it to be a school for children who had had discipline problems or anything like that. 

They wanted it to be a regular school of excellence as its reputation was before 

desegregation. It took a long time. 

MS: How long did it take? 20-30 years? 

DK: Yes. I believe you would see on the records that we got the 501C3 designation, but 

that took a couple of years, but I think that was in 1981. And then we worked, we met 

monthly with various people who were chair of the board of directors, and the city 

manager and the mayor were usually on that board of directors as well as just other 

known people in the community, and we worked from then until 2003. We met with 

alumni even after the school system agreed for it to be a magnet. We continued to meet 

with some in the community. They wanted a room designated in the building after it was 

renovated to be a history room to contain some of this. We do have that at Penn-Griffin 

now. For many of us, it feels like a wonderful success. It is a diverse school. It has 

African-‐American students, immigrant students, white students, whoever can qualify to 

go there. It’s districted, so that your neighbor children go there in the middle school. Now 

the high school, which was added later, one has to qualify by auditioning in one of the 

arts. In music, or the visual arts, or dance. The programs have been wonderful from the 

very beginning. I’m sure you’ve met Mike Connors. 

MS: I haven’t met him. actually. 

DK: The faculty has just been fantastic at that school. Parents will tell you that right 

away. Mike Connors organized the guitar classes there, which were very popular, 



and then as they moved along he began to have a vision of having the harp taught as an 

instrument. They have a fine class of harpists and they have built harps, and they’ve 

raised money in the community for harps. A citizen in the community recently gave a 

baby grand piano, which they needed very much. And Mr. Bob Brown gave the original 

keyboards and also the bust of Mr. Burford to the school. It’s been a wonderful success, 

as I told you when I brought clippings in. It’s considered one of the finest high schools in 

North Carolina. 

MS: When did the school board decide to finally say, “OK, we’re ready to reopen the 

school”? What led to that? 

DK: When all this began to happen, High Point was a separate school system. When the 

boards were merged the three school systems became one countywide school system in 

1993. Greensboro, which was the larger school system at the time, had 16 functioning 

magnets. High Point, because of the smaller area it occupied and the geographical 

situation and all had not ever had successful magnet schools. And so ultimately we began 

to locate magnet schools in High Point, and there was a division of lines, so that if you 

lived over a certain line you went to whatever magnet was in Greensboro or if it were 

High Point you came to the magnet of that theme in High Point. Some of us always felt 

that after the schools were merged, and High Point needed and wanted magnets so much 

and it seemed that the school there, that had been William Penn High School, would 

make a wonderful magnet and it did. 

MS: And they opened it in 2003? Now the school is one of the best in the state?  

DK: By Newsweek’s ranking and the Washington Post, I believe, yes, it is. 

MS: Excellent. Why do you think it got that ranking? What makes the school so good? 

DK: Penn-Griffin has been blessed from the very beginning. The first principal there was 

a very strong principal. She, in her growing up years in life had been a dancer. She was 

very used to knowing how disciplined artists must be, and she also had a good vision, I 

think, of, having her teachers, she brought her teachers there in the summertime, paid for 

them with some extra funds she had that she could use to help them understand how to 

incorporate the arts into the regular academic subjects so that they were very appealing to 

the students. All of the principals had been gifted principals. The one who’s there now, 

Ms. Shelley Nixon Green, also was an artist, she played, I believe, the saxophone when 

she was in high school. She’s been a very constant, longtime principal there. The faculty, 

the first principal, and others as they’ve come along, chose, I think, some superior faculty 

members. Some very young, some younger than in some of our other schools. The choral 

director, for instance. But also others that have just proven to be so accomplished. Mr. 

York, who is head of the English department, I believe, is a gifted poet. He’s won all 

sorts of awards in poetry. His wife is the band director. They have been wonderful to take 

students to events that they thought they would learn from. Also Pat Plaxico, a citizen, 

has been very eager to have Penn-Griffin students go to the opera in Winston-‐Salem. 

There’s just been a good cadre of adults there who really cared about students learning to 

be good artists and to be academically able, also. And parents, I’ve had so many parents 



who have spoken with great devotion to the school. They’ve been so thankful that there 

was a school that their child could qualify for and go to who had an interest in the arts. 

MS: That’s very nice to hear. 

DK: There are always challenges, without a question. There are always challenges. We 

are glad the school is very diverse. We want to keep it that way, we want to be sure that 

the academic standards are upheld, and of course the graduation rate has been excellent. 

MS: So the paper that I’m working on is about the legacy of William Penn High School. 

So why is this high school so important to this community? What made this high school 

worth saving? Its history and its impact today. What sort of impact? Do you understand 

what I’m saying? 

DK: Well I think the facts pretty well speak for themselves, really. You know, after the 

Civil War, things were pretty devastated. There was little money anywhere. We were 

lucky in this community in that Charles Duncan McIver went all over the state and raised 

money when there ostensibly was no money. To have the university at Greensboro started 

for women. Then A&T got one of the first land grants to have schools for African-

Americans. And at that same period of time the Quakers from the New York Yearly 

Meeting, the Quakers were so important after the war in seeing the moral need as well as 

the practical need for educating young African‐Americans, most of whom had come out 

of a legacy where reading was not even allowed. We heard stories of hands being cut and 

white women who wanted to teach little black children were not allowed to do that. And 

so from that legacy, to find the Quakers who were so intent on doing what they could, 

with their money as well as their presence, to create places where black children and 

freedmen could begin at least to create a new legacy for themselves was a very important 

part of all of this. And then I think the willingness of this community, which had been a 

very separated community, the black and white community, were willing to work 

together, quite a number of us were willing to work together to make this happen. And I 

think there was joy in the community and I think that has continued to be favorable, that 

the citizens and the people have been proud of the fact that out of this dark period of time 

could come a school that is getting applause and is graduating students. Most of the 

students who graduate from William-Penn, and we have given this little book, Drinking 

Gourds of Guilford to members of each class as they graduate so they will have some 

knowledge of how this came to be. And hopefully a few of them will tell their children 

that and of course the legacy will continue. 

MS: And of course we have our project too. 

DK: Yes, and then you at High Point University are augmenting that also, which we are 

very grateful, because, and of course, I don’t come to this terribly objectively because 

I’ve been involved in it for so many years. I was a social worker in High Point, and I 

knew what a handicap many of our families were when they came to High Point from the 

little tenant farms and small rural areas around the state to make a better life. They had 

the energy to come and work in the factories to make a better life. But even so it was not 

easy, and it wasn’t a financially competent life necessarily. And so I’m very grateful that 



High Point University is offering scholarships, several scholarships, to students in the 

Guilford County public school system. Many of whom do not have adequate resources 

for college. But at any rate, I think out of that legacy where it was the law that black and 

white children could not go to school together. And out of that has come a place where I 

think students seem very happy together. I’m on that campus, not as much as I used to be 

but fairly frequently, and students seem happy together there to me. And I think that we 

have to ask ourselves how do we want our communities to be? Do we want them to be 

integrated communities where people like each other and get along and support each 

other? If we do, then I think it’s a good thing for students and children to learn at an early 

age that people of all climes and walks of life can be a part of a successful community. 

MS: And the last question is: Where do you see the legacy continuing? Where do you see 

this school going? 

DK: Well I see you as being a major part of it. You’re going to write this up and I say to 

you again, I don’t come to it in total objectivity because I’m so close to it. I love it, and 

the way it’s turned out. My friend Marietta Wright who worked so hard on it is no longer 

with us. A number of the students who helped a lot are not with us any more. But I think 

that it is a story, a success story, as I said coming out of a very dark period into what I 

believe is a better outcome where students can go to school together, they can appreciate 

each other, they can support each other, they can love the arts together. I just think 

they’re a part of a legacy, which enables them to create better community. 

MS: Well, we’re going to wrap this up pretty soon, but before we go, is there anything 

else that you’d like to add or say? Any words that you’d like to sort of, get out there? 

DK: I’m just grateful for all of it. Various people through the years have had the energy 

and the will to sustain the movement to make this a good high school, and I think that’s 

happened in a lot of our other schools. I’m very familiar with that recent experience with 

the aviation program at Andrews with the international baccalaureate at Central I think is 

High Pointers are increasingly proud of all our high schools, including Penn‐Griffin. I’m 

very, just awed by High Point University. My husband graduated from High Point 

College. What has happened there is virtually a miracle, and I’m thrilled that your 

professors and people have seen something at Penn-Griffin that they want to explore 

further and that they can put down in a new form for their students who come after you 

who read and continue to look at it. 

MS: That’s basically is what the whole project we’re doing is. Trying to get the 

community of High Point itself and HPU to sort of come together because a lot of it, 

some people in High Point view the school as sort of flashy and superficial... 

DK: Penn-Griffin? Oh! High Point University. Well, it is amazing. You probably can’t 

imagine the difference, the change. My high school class had its 60th reunion three 

summers ago, a little while back. One of our members arranged for a High Point 

University bus to pick us up and bring us on a tour. Of course, I’d been there often, my 

husband’s on the board of visitors. But some in our class had not seen it since they had 

graduated from the high school. They were simply blown away. They could not believe 



it. A guy in front of me had his cell phone and we went past the area where there’s a pool 

and umbrellas and everything and he said, “Yes mother, I’m working VERY hard out 

here on the raft.” 

MS: So basically, that’s our whole project. Making the HPU community and the High 

Point city community come together. And that’s our history project. We’re all history 

students and that’s what we’re doing. And we’re trying to get people’s voices out there 

who’ve supported and helped this community become what it is today. And from what 

you’ve told me, you seem to have a very dedicated... 

DK: I think it’s also more than that too. That is huge, and that’s good. I think even now, 

and certainly back, as this was going through the very stages, there’s a great need for 

African-Americans and Caucasian folks to work together to make High Point the very 

strongest and most talented city that it can. And our history and our former legacy was 

not toward that end. But I think increasingly it is now and I think both Penn-Griffin and 

High Point University are a part of that. 

MS: And from what I know you are very much a part because you’ve dedicated most of 

your life so I just want to say thank you for all that you’ve done to save the school. 

DK: It’s been a great journey.  

MS: I’m sure it has. So thank you for doing this interview with me today. 

DK: I don’t know if you know this and I don’t know if you want it in here...  

MS: We can take it out if we need to. 

DK: The board of education voted to name a school for me. And it’s the Catholic school 

that’s abandoned and the board has bought it and it’s going to be renovated, and it’s right 

across the street from the new school of pharmacy. And it is dedicated to health cares, 

virtually, and some other things but the students who go there, many of them will be 

prepared for some sort of work in healthcare. So it’s kind of a nice... 

MS: Sort of tribute to all you’ve done. 

DK: They were very kind. The board recommended and they left it on the website for 30 

days and the citizens were very supportive so it’s a very humbling honor. But it’s right 

there at High Point University so the tie is sort of good there too. 

MS: Well that’s great to hear, and we’re going to wrap this up, so thank you very much 

for your time. 

DK: Thank you. If you have questions after you read this, you have my phone number. I 

would suggest you read through this. One of the people who helped us the most 

throughout this whole thing was Hal Sieber . Hal Sieber was married to a lovely black 

woman. He was a white man, he was at the chamber of commerce in Greensboro for a 

long time. He later married another black woman, and they met at my house when they 



were having a meeting. But Hal was a historian. He had a stroke the day before, he had a 

public relations firm and the public relations firm put together the first really public 

meeting of black and white citizens. His mission was to restore Penn-Griffin. His wife at 

that time, Shirley Sieber conducted the meeting and it was very successful. Hal was ill for 

a number of years after that. He went down to the King Center in Atlanta and the folks 

down there took care of him. He ultimately came back to High Point. He lived in 

Greensboro, and as I said, remarried and the William Penn Foundation, which had raised 

these monies, commissioned him to write these stories. He wanted to write about civil 

rights in Greensboro and the area. And we said if he would make a major part of this 

about Penn-Griffin, we would pay for the publication, which we did. We don’t have the 

foundation anymore. We finished our work when we finished furnishing the history 

room, but we had enough of these books left that we can still give to each Penn-‐Griffin 

graduate every year for several years. 

MS: That’s great and thank you for your copy as well. Thank you very much. 

 


